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Abstract This paper presents two complementary approaches for assessing semantic 
relevance in video retrieval—(1) adaptive video indexing and (2) elemental concept 
indexing. Both approaches make extensive use of audiovisual cues. In the former, retrieval 
is performed by using implicit semantic indices through audio and visual features. Audio 
features are extracted by statistical time-frequency analysis that applies Laplacian mixture 
models to wavelet coefficients. Visual features are extracted by adaptive video indexing 
techniques that place a strong emphasis on accurate characterization of spatiotemporal 
information within video clips. The joint audio-visual retrieval methodology is used to 
search movie clips for semantics such as: love scene, fighting, ship crashing and music 
video. In the latter, retrieval is performed by using explicit semantic indices. The concept 
language used to communicate non-verbal information in video is explicated into a set of 
elemental concepts. Audio and visual cues are then used to detect these elementary 
concepts from video documents. Semantic queries are then supported by post-indexing 
coordination of the elemental concepts. 
 

Key Words: Semantic retrieval, implicit semantic indexing, explicit semantic indexing, 
non-verbal language. 

 
 
 
1.  Introduction 

A video retrieval engine works to bring together a set of video segments that are 
relevant to a query. Humans are endowed with sophisticated relational competence that 
we can rather effortlessly relate a concept to a great many others. Consider, for example, 
the many things and concepts we can associate with apple. There is apple the fruit, apple 
the computer and perhaps the apple in the idiom one apple a day, send the doctor away. 
A video retrieval system thus requires a means by which semantics is extracted from raw 
video data and a mechanism through which relevant video segments are brought together. 
In this paper, we consider two of such mechanisms based on the use of audiovisual cues. 
First, we consider an adaptive video indexing technique where implicit semantic indices 
are operated on through adaptive term weighting of the audio visual features. Then, we 
consider the use of explicit semantic indexing where compound concepts can be 
decomposed into more elementary units. Together they show how audiovisual features 
can be potently used to perform semantic retrieval of audiovisual documents. 
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In this section, an adaptive video indexing (AVI) method is adopted toward the goal of 
achieving better content modeling of video clips. The AVI obtains spatio-temporal 
information from a set of continuous video frames, by employing a predefined set of 
templates to form a normalized weight vector. Like ‘term-vector’ model in text retrieval 
[1], this weight vector is intentionally sparse in its dimensions to allow similarity 
matching between indexed items in a database by exploring significant terms within 
vectors. Compared to other popular video indexing methods employing 
multiple-key-frames [2][3] where a content matching relies on low-level features within 
frames, the AVI captures probability of occurring of frames (or templates) along 
temporal dimension. This results in a representation that preserves information in both 
spatio- and temporal directions and offers better modeling of video in various levels of 
shot, scene and story [4]. 

 
2.1 The AVI Algorithm  

The process for AVI visual modeling is outlined below: 

(a) For a given collection of video clips, determine and optimize visual templates 
),...,1( Rrr =g , where R  is the total number of templates. 

(b) For an input video clip, extract low-level features of each frame, and obtain the 
primary descriptor },...,,...,{ 1 MmD xxx= , where m  is the feature vector 
of the mth frame, and M is the total number of frames. For each mth frame, 
select the best- match template, , where . 
Obtain a label set, 
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(c) Obtain  for all mx , )( mxρ Mm ,...,2,1=  ( i.e., all frames from input video 
clip are labeled).  The resulting labels are concatenated into a weight vector, 

jrj , where the weight  is obtained by a 
 mode.  

),...,,...,( 1 jRj wwwv =
idftf ×

jrw

(d) Continue to step (b) for indexing of a new input video clip in the collection. 

As indicated above, the algorithm is initialized with the template vectors which are 
determined and optimized by a vector quantization process. Typically each optimized 
vector is an approximation version of similar vectors in a training set, where the training 
set is a collection of feature vectors randomly selected from all video frames in the 
database. The vector may be as simple as a single feature type such as color histogram, 
or it may be a more complex multidimensional vector which includes shape, texture, and 
motion within a video frame. 

Indexing progresses through a vector quantization of each video frame by mean of the 
corresponding low-level feature vector. Each frame in a video clip is considered as a 
vector inputted to the quantizer. With each, the optimized nodes in the visual template set 
compete to see which is the closest to the input vector in a Euclidean sense. We can think 
of this as stimulation of the most similar representation in the memory space where the 
optimized vectors are located.  

Once a template is selected, a decision is made as to consider other k templates which 
are its neighbors having a smaller degree of similarity to the input vector. So, this 
decision-making process gives a total of k labels for the most similar representations 
instead of a single best match as in the typical vector quantization does. This process 
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allows for interpretation of the correlation information between the selected template and 
its neighbors to address a very strong frame-to-frame correlation. This is due to the 
nature of time-sequence video data [5].  

The visual content of the mth video frame in the input video clip is associated with 
m  and, is therefore characterized by the membership of . The resulting  

for all vectors, m , 
x )( mxρ )( mxρ

x Mm ,...,2,1=  from the mapping of the entire video interval are 
concatenated into a single weight vector, ),...,,...,( 1 jRjrjj www=v . Here the weight 
is based on idftf ×  model [1]: 

 rjrrjrjr nNfreqfreqw log}{max ×=  (1) 

where the weight parameter jr  stands for a raw frequency of template r  (the 
number of times the template r  is mentioned in the content of the input video); the 
maximum is computed over all templates mentioned in the content of the input video; N 
denotes the total number of videos in the system; and r  denotes the number of videos 
in which the index template r  appears.  By this way, the weight jr  balances two 
effects for clustering purposes: intra-clustering characterization and inter-clustering 
characterization. These are discussed in [6]. The weight parameter, jr  is a statistical 
value which best identify the usefulness of the corresponding visual template, r  for 
describing the video contents. For example, the value of jr  become zero if the 
template r  does not appear in the video. This also allows for a sparseness property of  

j  since few weight parameters,  are non-zero as 
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efficient storage space. 

 
2.2 Audio Modeling  

It has been observed that audio information can provide useful clues for the analysis of 
audio-visual data. For example, the action sequences in the video scenes are easier to 
identify and represent in terms of audio descriptors. Traditionally, visual information is 
used for video indexing. However, the users of the video data are often interested in 
certain action sequences in which audio information is predominant. Another advantage 
of audio is its ability to affectively link visually different but semantically related video 
clips. The existing techniques to classify audio may not be very useful for application to 
video retrieval. In retrieval applications, music, speech, noise and crowd voice is often 
found together in the same video clip. Therefore, we need features that represent the 
global similarity of the audio content. In this section we develop a statistical model to 
capture the global pattern of the audio content. The proposed indexing method is 
independent of the segmentation technique. The segmentation can be performed by 
employing any existing algorithm. Audio signals are then extracted from the segmented 
video clips by demultiplexing. 

Audio signals are different from gray or color image signals. The values of adjacent 
pixels usually don't change sharply in the images. However, digital audio signals are 
oscillating waveforms, which include a variety of frequency components varying with 
time. The low frequency subband of the image is a low resolution approximation of the 
original image. But most audio signals consist of a wide variety of frequencies. The 
wavelet coefficients of audio signal have many large values in detail levels, and the low 
frequency subband does not always provide a good approximation of the original signal. 
Moreover, audio signals are non-stationary signals whose frequency contents evolve with 
time. Wavelet transform is the appropriate tool to analyze non-stationary audio signals 
because it provides both frequency and time information simultaneously. 
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One-dimensional Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) is applied to the audio signals. 
One-dimensional DWT decomposes the signal into 2 subbands at each wavelet scale; a 
low frequency subband and a high frequency subband. We propose Laplacian mixture 
model (LMM) to model the peaky distributions of the wavelet coefficients. This method 
extracts a low dimensional feature vector from the audio signals and provides a very 
compact representation for the audio information. The low dimensionality of the feature 
vector enhances the retrieval efficiency of the system by reducing the response time of 
the search engine.  

Wavelet transform of the real world signals is usually sparse because of its 
compression property. Only a few wavelet coefficients have large values and most of the 
coefficients have values close to zero. This transforms the distribution of the wavelet 
coefficients peaky and inherently non-Gaussian. This type of peaky distributions is 
heavy-tailed compared with the Gaussian distribution. In Figure 1, we have plotted the 
histograms of wavelet coefficients at different scales for an example audio signal from 
the video database. The peaky nature of the distributions is clearly observed from this 
figure. 

 
Fig 1: Histograms of wavelet coefficients in high frequency subbands (6-level 

decomposition) 
Modeling of these peaky distributions by using fixed shaped probability density 

functions such as Gaussian or Laplacian is not realistic. Mixture modeling provides an 
excellent and flexible alternative for this kind of complex distributions. Finite mixture 
models are common in the statistical analysis of this type of data. They provide a very 
powerful tool for the probabilistic modeling of the data produced by a set of mixed 
sources. They are also able to represent arbitrarily complex probability density functions 
[7]. 

Arbitrary shaped distributions can be modeled using a mixture of Gaussians with 
infinite number of components. This is however practically infeasible. Here, we model 
the wavelet coefficient distributions with a mixture of only two Laplacian components. 
The parameters of this mixture model are used as features representing the global 
information of the audio signals from the audio-visual data. It has been observed that the 
resulting features possess high discriminatory power to distinguish between different 
types of video scenes. Because of the low dimensionality of the resulting feature vector, 
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the retrieval stage consumes less time enhancing the user experience while interacting 
with the system.  

In our method, we model the wavelet coefficients in each high frequency wavelet 
subband as a mixture of two Laplacians centered at 0: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )222111 || bwpbwpwp iii αα +=  (2) 

 121 =+ αα  (3) 

where 1α  and 2α  are the mixing probabilities of the two components 1  and 2 . 
i  are the wavelet coefficients 1  and 2  are the parameters of the Laplacian 

distribution 1  and 2  respectively. The Laplacian component corresponding to the 
class of small coefficients has relatively small value of parameter  . The Laplacian 
component in Eq. (2) is defined as: 
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The shape of the Laplacian distribution is determined by the single parameter b.  
EM algorithm is applied to estimate the parameters of the model [8]. The EM 

algorithm is iterative and consists of two steps, E-step and M-step, for each iteration.  
 

E-Step: 
For the n-th iterative cycle, the E-step computes two probabilities for each wavelet 

coefficient: 
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M-Step: 
In the M-step, the parameters [b1, b2] and a priori probabilities [α1, α2]   are updated. 
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The wavelet decomposition of the audio signals is taken up to 9 levels. An increase in 
the level of decomposition increases the number of features extracted for indexing. This 
improves the retrieval performance at the expense of more computational overhead.  
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The feature vector used for indexing the video clips consists of the following 
components: 

• Mean and standard deviation of wavelet coefficients in the low frequency 
subband. 

• Model parameters ],,[ 211 bbα  calculated for each of the high frequency 
subband. 

The feature vector is 29-dimensional in case of 9-level wavelet decomposition of the 
audio clips. The components of the feature vector represent different physical quantities 
and have different dynamic ranges. Therefore normalization of the feature vector is 
carried out to put equal emphasis to each component. Gaussian normalization procedure 
is used for this purpose. Considering a sequence V to be a Gaussian sequence, we can 
compute the mean µ and standard deviation σ of the sequence. We then normalize the 
original sequence as follows [9]: 

 
σ

µ−
=

vv  (9) 

where  is the feature and µ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the feature.  v
 
 

2.3 Audiovisual Information Fusion  
In developing audio-visual information recognition systems, there are two techniques 

suggested for audio-visual fusion: feature fusion and decision fusion [10]. The fist 
approach is a simple audio-visual feature concatenation, giving rise to a single data 
representation before the pattern matching stage. The second approach applies separate 
pattern matching algorithms to audio and video data and then merges the estimated 
likelihoods of the single-modality matching decisions. In the current application, a 
decision fusion scheme is chosen due to the following two reasons. First, visual feature 
vectors in the current work have physical structure different from audio features in both 
feature dimensions and weighting scheme. Second, based on previous studies in [11] 
with respect to human perception, audio and visual processing is likely to be carried out 
independently in different modalities and combined at a very late stage. The second 
suggests that audio and visual information are orthogonal up to some degrees. Audio 
contains information that is often not available in the visual signal [12]; thus, it may be 
not appropriate to concatenate audio and visual into a single representation. 

In this work, we introduce a decision fusion scheme to obtain a similarity score given 
as: 

  (10) },...,1{)()()( KtRankRankD V
t

A
t

AV
t ∈=

where  is the ranking of the t-th video by means of the Euclidean distance in 
the audio-feature space;  is the ranking of the t-th video by means of the 
Cosine measure in the visual-feature space; and 

)( A
tRank

)(V
tRank

K  is the total number of video files in 
the database. The distances )( AV

tD Kt ,...,1=  are sorted in decreasing order in order 
to obtain retrieval result.  

As explain in Section 2.1, the principle of the AVI visual indexing structure is based on 
the term-vector model as in text retrieval. This model allows query expansion 
mechanism in a form of relevance feedback to increase retrieval accuracy. More 
specifically, a given query vector is modified by adjusting positive and negative weighs 
extracted from feedback samples. We utilize this relevance feedback technique to modify 
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query vectors in order to obtain ranking discussed in Eq. (1). After performing a first 
search and receiving feedback from users, the query vectors are modified by: 

 )()()()( V
Neg

V
Post

V
old

V
New xxvv εβα −+=  (11) 

 )()()()( A
Neg

A
Post

A
old

A
New xxvv εβα −+=  (12) 

where: New  is a new modified query; Old  is the query before having modification, v v
Postx  is the centroid of positive samples; Negx  is the centroid of negative samples; 

),,( εβα  are positive constant values; and the superscriptions (V) and (A) represent 
visual and audio features, respectively.    

In a search process, the system utilizes the user submitted query to obtain ranking from 
audiovisual fusion formula as in Eq. (10), followed by relevance feedback from user. The 
positive and negative samples provided by the user are then used for query modification 
in visual and audio feature space as discussed in Eqs. (11) and (12). The system again 
utilizes Eq. (10) to obtain a new video ranking from the newly modified queries. 

 
2.4 Results and Discussion  

Experiments were conducted on a database containing 3 Hollywood movies, 15 music 
videos, and 6 commercial videos. These videos were segmented into 6000 clips, each of 
which contained one to three shots at approximately 30 seconds in length. For each clip, 
a color histogram was extracted as a visual feature vector from each frame. A number of 
histogram vectors randomly selected from 6000 video clips were used for training by 
vector quantization process. The number of templates, R  (Step 1.2 in the AVI 
algorithm) was set to 2000, and the templates were used by a mapping process for 
obtaining visual feature vector. By a Matlab implementation, the system took 
approximately 6 seconds for indexing a single video clip. In obtaining audio feature 
vectors, a wavelet transform with 9-level decompositions was applied to audio signal 
from each video clip. The wavelet coefficients in each sub-band were then characterized 
by LMM, and the resulting model parameters were used to obtain 29-dimensional feature 
vector. By this way, as feature components represent different physical quantities and 
have different dynamic ranges, Gaussian normalization technique discussed in [9] was 
employed to convert the component feature to [-1, 1].  

Figure 2 shows the GUI and query interface implemented by the proposed system. 
Query execution for a single query was approximately 7.78 seconds, measured from the 
Pentium IV 2.4 MHz CPU, with MATLAB implementation. 
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Fig 2: GUI and query interface of the proposed video retrieval system using 

audiovisual descriptors and relevance feedback. 
Five query concepts were utilized to test the system. These concepts include ‘fighting’, 

‘ship crashing’, ‘love scene’, ‘music video’, and ‘dancing party’. For each concept, five 
video clips were used as queries and the retrieval performance was measured by 
precision rate from the top 16 best matches. The performances were measured at two 
stages: after a simple search via similarity ranking given in Eq. (10), and after one cycle 
of relevance feedback. Table 1 presents retrieval results, where precisions are averaged 
within query concepts, as well as within the overall queries. The results clearly display 
the benefits of audiovisual fusion technique in retrieving of videos according to the 
defined concepts; the average precision rate obtained was at 94.0%. Ether audio or visual 
plays an important role in characterizing the specific concept better than the other. 
Particularly, audio feature gave better precision rates for retrieval of video clips from the 
following two concepts: ‘music video’ and ‘fighting’. The characteristic of sound in 
‘fighting’ concept, such as gun shooting, crown, and hours driving, make the audio 
feature more useful than visual feature in retrieving this concept. Relevance feedback 
can be used to improve retrieval result after the first search. In general, it would be a 
time consuming process if the feedback run many cycles as a system requires user to 
provide negative and positive samples from the retrieved videos. However, the well 
structure of visual feature makes it is suitable for query expansion process (through 
Eqs.(11)-(12)), within only a few cycles of relevance feedback. The results after a single 
feedback from this system was at 96.8% (i.e., 15 relevant videos were retrieved from the 
top 16 best matches). This result also shows that the proposed audiovisual cue is highly 
suitable for integrating with relevance feedback in characterizing concepts for video 
retrieval. 
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Audio-visual cue 
Query Concepts 

Visual 
feature 

Audio 
feature Before feedback After feedback 

‘Love Scene’ 77.5 17.5 80.0 83.8 

‘Music Video’ 73.8 83.8 96.3 100 

‘Fighting’ 57.5 83.8 96.3 98.8 

‘Ship Crashing’ 75.0 65.0 97.5 100 

‘Dancing Party’ 92.5 78.75 100 100 

Average 75.3 65.8 94.0 96.5 

Table 1: Average precision rate (%) obtained by using audio, visual, and audiovisual 
descriptors, measured from five high-level query categories. 

 
3 Elemental Concept Indexing 

In the previous section, we focus on the operation of an implicit semantic indexing 
scheme that operates on a template of multi-frame audiovisual features to better model a 
video document in the level of shot, scene and story. In this section, we turn our attention 
to dealing with explicit semantic indexing by using a concept language such as about a 
particular fighting game or a certain dance movement. More specifically, we discuss the 
operation of the elemental concept indexing (ECI) methodology. 

 
3.1 Semantic Content Modeling  

For information to be meaningful, they will need to be presented in accordance with a 
convention that is understood by readers of the document. In other words, information 
will need to be expressed by using certain forms of languages. A language comprises a 
vocabulary and a grammar. To make sense of a video document, the languages by which 
messages are expressed will need to be accessible. In this context, semantics in a video 
document is the meanings of expressions made by using two language systems—natural 
languages and non-verbal concept languages. The vocabulary and grammar of natural 
languages are well-conceived, while those of concept languages—i.e. all other 
conventional methods of communication that involves a system of signs and rules such 
as body language, painterly language and the artificial concept languages of chess and 
the solitaire game, are much less-featured. Nevertheless their accessibility is mandatory 
in content understanding. For instance, to make sense of a solitaire game video, readers 
will need to know the set of cards and the rules of how the game is played. 

Consequently, semantic video retrieval should deal with the two language systems. To 
deal with content semantics expressed by natural languages, natural language texts can 
be recovered by means of speech and character recognition. In this respect, good 
progress has been made. For instance, in [13], written words in videos were recognized 
and indexed and in [14], speech recognition was used to recover verbal texts from the 
news narratives. Likewise, to account for non-verbal semantics, a content-based retrieval 
system should be built to recover the non-verbal vocabulary elements. In the next section, 
we discuss an indexing scheme that makes an explicit use of non-verbal concept 
languages. 
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3.2 The ECI Methodology  
The ECI methodology relates well with the text retrieval approach in that document 

semantics are organized through a language intermediary. An analogy between the two 
methods thus can be drawn conveniently. In the parlance of full-text indexing, ECI seeks 
to locate all distinct words of a non-verbal language and the grammar rules by which 
phrases and sentences are expressed by using words of the non-verbal language. 
Subsequently the words (hereafter called elemental-concepts or elecepts) are used to 
form indices and the grammar rules are used to support query operation. Search for 
semantic queries can then be operated by post-indexing coordination of the elecepts and 
the phrase building operators. The methodology is outlined below: 

(a) Given a concept domain { }NccccC ...,,, 321=  where N is the total number 
of concepts of interest in the domain. Factor C into a set of 

{ }neeeeE ...,,, 321=  and  such that ; where 
e comprises a finite set of discrete elemental concepts, r is a finite set of 
grammar operators and f is the function used to generate a concept of interest in 
C by using the elements of E and R. 

{ }mrrrrR ...,,, 321= ( refc ,= )

(b) The retrieval operation thus can be operated as a satisfiability check. Given an 
interpretation I a pair of (∆I,•I) where ∆I is the domain of the interpretation 
and •I  is an interpretation function which assigns to every concept C a set CI 
⊆∆I and every grammar role r a binary relation RI ⊆∆I x ∆I. A query of 
concept C is satisfiable with respect to the grammar R (R ⊨C) if there exists a 
model I of R such that CI is a nonempty set. 

(c) Alternatively, the term weighting technique can be used. A video document d is 
subject to a concept analysis step in which each occurrence of the elemental 
concepts is to be detected. The video is then indexed by using a vector 

{ }ndkddddd wwwwww ,...,,...,, 321= where kd  represents the weight for the 
k-th elecept. Following [15],  can be best computed by: 

w
kdw

 
norm

discrimfreq
w kkd

kd
*

=  (13) 

where idftf × can be used. kd is the frequency of elemental concept k 
occurs in video d, k is the discriminating factor of the k-th elemental 
concept in the corpus, and norm is the normalization factor. In this case, 
retrieval can be computed by using the vector space similarity measure as given 
by Eq. (14) – Eq.(19).  

freq
discrim

To this end, it is clear that like the full-text indexing, ECI makes an explicit use of 
language structures to deal with semantics. An even more important note to make is that 
as a concept language comprises only a finite set of vocabulary elements, semantic 
detection will need to deal only with a more manageable sum of semantic classes. In 
practice, the detection system shall also benefit from various audiovisual cues associated 
with the vocabulary elements. To exemplify this operation, we now discuss a 
concept-language based retrieval system for tennis videos [16][17]. 
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3.3 Tennis Elemental Concepts  
Semantics of tennis game has drawn some interest in the content-based retrieval 

community. In [18] and [19], attempts were made to automatically generate semantic 
annotations for tennis game. Concepts such as baseline-rallies, passing-shots, net games, 
and serve-and-volley were derived and indexed as semantic keywords. Semantic 
annotation allows retrieval to be operated as keyword search but performs poorly in 
terms of (1) index granularity—a measure of the level of elaborateness of the index 
terms where a fine-grained index of a subject is a detailed, low-level model of it; and (2) 
queryability—a measure of the plurality of query supported by the index terms where an 
index of high queryability is able to support a great number and variety of queries. 
Sensibly, semantic annotation produces coarse-grained indices with queryability limited 
to the product of a few semantic classes. In [20], an attempt was made to revise those 
limitations of semantic annotation by directly deriving semantics from perceptual 
features. In the work, a set of features comprising the player position, dominant colors 
and shape features such as mass center, area, bounding box, orientation, and eccentricity 
were proposed and retrieval was operated as stochastic processes. Ideally, such an 
approach would deliver extensive queryability with arbitrary granularity. In practice 
however, it is able to support only a very limited set of queries as operating semantic 
retrieval as query time classification of perceptual features imposes very high 
computation cost. Furthermore, the approach also lacks an intuitive query regime; 
consider for example, how a query like “rally with smash but not zig-zag lob” may be 
expressed in feature terms. 

To extend greater queryability and finer granularity for tennis game concepts, ECI 
makes explicit use of a tennis concept language (TCL). TCL comprises a finite lexicon 
of tennis elecepts and a tennis concept grammar. Consequently, a tennis game concept 
can be seen as a phrase or sentence constructed out of a series of tennis elecepts 
coordinated by rules of the tennis concept grammar. The fundamental operation is thus to 
index a tennis video with the tennis elecepts and to embed the rules of the tennis concept 
grammar into query operation. 

To derive the tennis elecepts, we structure the numerous tennis concepts along the 
competition hierarchy in a way similar to [21]. A tennis match is organized as a hierarchy 
of match-set-game-point and stroke where salient concepts at each level of the hierarchy 
are established. At the levels of match, set, game, and point; the salient concepts are 
associated with the information about the competition scores whereas at the stroke level, 
the salient concepts are those associated with the trace of the ball and the action skill of 
the player: where the ball was hit, where it was returned, where the players were at, and 
how the player performed the hit. This exemplification will further focus on the position 
concepts by which many exciting skill and strategy concepts can be made. 

To represent the position elecepts, we segment the tennis court into a board of tiles. 
The tiles can be segmented in various forms for particular purposes. The simple form 
used in this work is illustrated in Figure 3. Once the game space is segmented into tiles, 
movement of the ball and players can be expressed by using a game tile notation. For 
example, the movement of ball in a particular point can be recorded by the sequence of 
its landing position e.g. D1-C6-B1-E8. In this example, the ball was first served from D1 
to the far right bracket of the service court C6. It was then returned straight to the far left 
end of the baseline B1, and then terminated by a zigzag return to E8. Similarly, the 
player position can also be recorded in like manner.  
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Fig 3: Game space for ball and player movement notation. 

 
3.4 Audiovisual Elecept Cues  

To detect the position elecepts, we use several audiovisual cues associated with the 
tennis elecepts. As we are interested only in the position information at the time when the 
ball touches ground or being hit by the player, the elecept detection may center only on 
frames where those events occurred. Intuitively, the “tag” and “tog” sounds associated 
with the ball-hit event and the ball-land events in a typical tennis video can be used as 
elecept cues for identifying the occurrence of the ball-hit and ball-land events. 
Additionally audio cues associated with the net, fault, and out events along with visual 
cues identifying the numerous wide-angle court views and the side of the umpire stand 
are used. The tennis detection procedure is illustrated in Figure 4. 

 
Fig 4: Tennis elecept detection by using audiovisual elecept cues. 

To detect the “tag” and “tog” elecept cues, only audio features are necessary. The 
audio streams are down-sampled to 16 KHz 16 bits mono-channel format. Ten minutes 
of data are collected where one half is used for training. Each audio segment is of 25ms 
with 50% overlaps. For each segment, features comprising: Mel-Frequency Cepstral 
Coefficients (MFCC), zero-crossing rate (ZCR), and short-time energy (STE) are 
extracted. These features are known to be discriminative for audio analysis and have 
been widely used [22]. Following the extraction, a 10-dimensional feature vector 
comprising 1(STE)+1(ZCR)+8(MFCC) is used to characterize each audio segment. To 
detect the elecept cues, two ergodic HMMs are used. 

The elecept cues are useful in a number of accounts. Individually, an elecept cue is 
used to locate the focus frame(s) in which tennis elecepts are to be detected. Additionally, 
they can also be used in groups for same and other purposes. For example, in absence of 
a confident cue, such as the failure to detect a ball-land cue where two consecutive 
ball-hit cues were detected, the elecept cues can be used as a constraint to prune the 
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ball-land search-space to frames within the two ball-hit cues alone. The elecept cues can 
also be used in association with knowledge. For example, it is safe to assume that a 
ball-land event be preceded by a ball-hit event. Thus, if only a ball-land event was 
detected, one can assume that the preceding ball-hit event had been omitted or missing in 
the segment. Furthermore, the temporal characteristic of the elecept cues can also be 
used. It can be seen that all cues of a score point are temporally clustered where the 
distance of one cue to a nearby cue measures only in the hundreds of milliseconds. On 
the other hand a long pause exists between the last cue of a score point and the first 
ball-hit cue of the next score point. Thus a long cue pause broken by a ball-hit cue 
suggests the beginning of a score point and a cue pause ending a series of elecept cues 
signifies the end of a score point. Finally, elecept cues can also be used to parse a tennis 
video into semantically important segments as opposed to shots derived by frame 
similarity over the perceptual features. In general, the use of elecept cues allows 
detection task to be alleviated from the mass number of frames featuring spectators and 
other non relevant scenes. 

Once focus frames are extracted and their elecept contexts established, tennis elecepts 
can be derived by using the techniques developed in [18][19]. In this work, the elecepts 
are derived by superimposing the tile segments on the detected tennis court lines. First, 
basic segments of the projected court lines are detected; the complete tennis court-lines 
are then reconstructed by using the court geometry. Then the tile segments are 
constructed by using geometry of the detected line segments. Finally the positions of the 
players are extracted by adaptive template matching. Meanwhile to detect the ball-land 
elecept, the hue and saturation cues of characteristic to tournament standard ball 
identified in [23] are used. In practice, the ball detection has been difficult due to size, 
color quality of the ball and the frame rate of data used in our experiment. Thus the 
ball-land position may need to be detected by tracking the ball’s direction over a number 
of frames. For practical reason, simplification has been used in this work. If the ball-land 
position can not be ascertained on the focus frame, the position on the preceding or 
posterior frames is used to represent the ball-land elecept. 

 
3.5 Querying with Elecept Terms 

Once elecept indices are populated, queries can be operated by using elecept terms. In 
operation, a number of queries for tennis game concepts can be supported by using 
suitable query interfaces. For example, we could furnish a query-by-example search to 
find similar point-segments based on some aspect of the elecepts such as to find tennis 
segments that are similar to a specific pattern of movement of the player. In this case, a 
graphical query interface can be used where an example query comprising a sequence of 
player movement is formulated by successive point-and-clicks on a graphical template. 
The example query is then translated into a sequence of elecept terms where similarity 
ranking can be computed. 

More specifically, let every point segment in the tennis game video be represented by a 
vector of elecept term weights: 

 ),,...,,( ,,1,2,1 jnjnjjj wwwwp −=  (14) 

where j denote the j-th point segment in the tennis game video and wp i,j (1 ≤ i ≤ n) 
represent the weights associated with the i-th elecept term in point-segment pj. A 
database comprising elecept term weight vectors for each point-segment of the tennis 
game video can thus be instantiated. 
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Now let the elecept terms of the example query be represented in like manner: 

 ),,...,,( 121 nn wwwwq −=  (15) 

where q denotes the query represented by using the player movement elecept terms and 
wi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) represent the weights associated with the i-th elecept term in query q. 

Once the point-segment and query are represented as vectors of term weights, the 
similarity between the query and each point-segment of the tennis game video can be 
computed by using the cosine similarity measure:  
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For which the weights can be computed by using tf x idf: 
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where freqkp is the frequency of elecept term k occurs in point-segment p, N is the total 
number of point-segments in the database, and Pk is the number of point-segments 
containing elecept term k. 

Meanwhile, queries for compound concepts such as baseline player, net-game, zig-zag 
rallies and serve-and-volley may still be best facilitated as textual keywords. To deal 
with these compound queries, elecept terms may require further processing. For example 
to operate the search for baseline player, the player position elecept terms may be 
represented in matrix form:  

  (20) 
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where HP-Left is a histogram matrix of the player position in a point-segment. The value 
HP-Left(i,j) (1 ≤ i ≤ 6, 1 ≤ j ≤ 5) denote the number of times the player on the left hand side 
of the tennis court was at position (i,j) in a point-segment. Each (i,j) element of the 
matrix corresponds to a tile position in the game space illustrated in Fig. 3. For instance 
HP-Left(3,1) = 2 represents that the player was located twice at position C1 on the game 
space during that particular point-segment. In similar manner, histogram matrices for the 
right hand side player and the ball movement can be created. 

Given the histogram matrix representation, the baseline-player concept can be 
characterized by ranking the accumulation of elecepts in the first- and second-column of 
the player position histogram matrix. Alternatively, a threshold function may be defined: 
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where  

 )21 ,61(  ),( ≤≤≤≤= ∑ − jiforjiHB LeftP  (22) 

 )53 ,61(  ),( ≤≤≤≤= ∑ − jiforjiHB LeftP
c  (23) 

and ξ denotes the threshold used to derive the baseline-player concept. In similar manner, 
the search for net-game can be operated by ranking and or thresholding the elements in 
the fourth and fifth column of the ball position histogram matrix. The mask used to 
compute the baseline player concept is illustrated in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig 5: A mask for the baseline player concept. 

Alternatively, elecept terms can be represented as inverted indices. An inverted index 
can be constructed for each of the elecepts—ball-hit, ball-land, and player-position. An 
inverted index E-1=(ei, sj, pk, tn) is defined here by a tuple composed of vocabulary and 
occurrences. The vocabulary comprises the elecept terms ei, while the occurrences 
comprise the identity of the point segment sj,, the relative sequence position pk, and the 
time tn when the elecept term appears in the score point. The inverted index of elecepts 
can be used to support a number of queries. In the simplest form, it can be used to 
retrieve the point segments for individual elecept terms. For example, a user may search 
for point-segments where the ball landed on or where was hit from the lower right corner 
of the court. By extension a compound query can be specified. Instead of searching only 
for ball-land position, for example, the user may search for game segments where the 
ball was hit from D0 at a time when the opposite player was not standing right behind 
the service line and the ball then landed on E8. More details of the inverted index of 
tennis elecepts can be found in [17] 
 
4 Summary 

This paper presented two complementary methods in dealing with semantic video 
retrieval by using audiovisual cues. It demonstrated that adaptive video indexing can be 
potently used to derive pattern of similarity based on perceptual senses while elemental 
concept indexing extends an elegant semantic relevance measure through post-indexing 
coordination of elementary concepts. In both cases, the indexing and retrieval operations 
are greatly supported by audiovisual cues. 
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